
Beyond and Above the Algorithmic Perpetration of Human Life

What is mostly to be feared today is not the actual problems with which media confront
us but rather the increasing incapability to act and think. Contemporary humanity is
increasingly locked within given parameters, binary values which cannot be nuanced. 

We  are  in  other  words  living  under  a  given  algorithm  which  is  established  in  its
operational function around the globe, assigning to nations and social classes different
roles  yet  maintaining  basic  characteristics.  Under  these  conditions  it  becomes
impossible for any human but even for any other creature to act and think in a different
manner. You either act and think as the algorithm or you are out and therefore you are
bad.

This algorithmic existence under which we are asked to vegetate cannot by create, as I
just specified another pole of opposition. This pole of opposition is counter algorithmic
and denies and destroys all that the algorithm enables. These macro tendencies that are
clearly distributed in time and space over the brief course of modern history had and
will have catastrophic consequences.

Above all, presently, what is to be discovered is the level of conservativity masking even
the most progressive looking folk. While we clearly point our fingers at the hegemonic
leaders of the counter algorithm it is important to discover among us the perpetrators
of a too rigid and dogmatic way of conceiving humanity and the future of it. Many an
individual now come to my mind who have been brainwashed and are brainwashing.

Brainwashing  thus  occur  on  each  side  of  our  algorithmic  and  counter  algorithmic
humanity. Most importantly is therefore not to be right nor left but to be and in order to
be one ought to individually undertake a journey, a struggle and effort of being born out
of the mediated cave. Only this effort out and away from the all the algorithmic dictum
can give birth to a being with a high level of common sense and justice. The mannerism
in  which  the sons  of  those who have  established the  algorithms it  is  what  is  most
dangerous I believe.


